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Introduction
● HPC computing and storage resources are increasingly being accessed via 

web interfaces and HTTP APIs.  
● All the cloud providers including Amazon AWS, Google cloud, Microsoft Azure 

provide such services.
● At the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), Tapis Cloud APIs currently 

enable 14 different official projects (a  total  of  nearly  20,000  total  registered  
client  applications)  to  manage  data, run  jobs  on  the HPC  and  HTC  
systems, and  track  provenance  and metadata for computational 
experiments.

Projects: DesignSafe, Cyverse, VDJServer, Araport, `Ike Wai, many more...
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What is Tapis?
Tapis is an open source, NSF funded project. Collaborative grant between TACC 
and University of Hawaii (OAC-1931439). It provides a set of Application 
Programming Interface for hybrid cloud computing, data management, and 
reproducible science. 

● Generally - A framework to support science, in any domain, that you don’t 
have to stand up yourself; you get collection of supporting tools, software and 
community that enables you to accelerate your timeline to 
analysis/discovery/publication.

● More Technically - A set of APIs with Authentication/Authorization services 
and databases to persist and record provenance of all the actions taken by a 
user, compute job, file/data, etc. 



In a nutshell with Tapis..
You Instantly Gain The Ability to...

● Track your analysis provenance - Tapis records your input and output data along with application 
used and settings - so you know what you have done every time.

● Reproduce your analysis - Tapis records all your inputs/outputs/parameters etc. so you can re-run 
an analysis.

● Share your data, workflows/applications, computational resources with collaborators or your 
lab - Tapis enables sharing with access controls for all your data/resources/applications within Tapis.

● Key part is: It is hosted for you!

- Please join the TACC Cloud Slack: http://bit.ly/join-tapis



Used in Science Gateways...



...Across Various Domains



Tapis core services and job workflow
● Jobs
● Apps
● Files
● Systems
● Metadata 
● Profiles
● Tenants
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Several files need to be transferred to stage input data and archive job output between storage and 
execution systems.



How do we benchmark Files management API ?
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Securely transfer files, move large files, monitor progress during file transfers, resume interrupted 
transfers and reduce the number of retransmissions.

(also..Securely!!)



 General expectations for Tapis Files API
● Access geographically distributed data across remote 

HPC systems efficiently.
● Support multi-user API access to shared resources.
● Cost effective and secure file transfers.
● API response times meeting SLA.
● Support traditional file operations such as directory 

listing, renaming, copying, deleting, and 
upload/download.

● Support files management on different storage types: 
Linux, Cloud (A bucket on S3) and iRODS.

● Full access control layer allowing to keep data private, 
share it with your colleagues, or make it publicly 
available.

      11   Available!!    Responsive!!      Correct!! 



Data transfer tools
● Scp : A basic transfer tool that works over the SSH protocol. Similar to "cp" but 

copies between remote servers.
● Sftp : Similar tool to scp, but the underlying SFTP protocol allows for a range of 

operations on remote files which make it more like a remote file system protocol. 
sftp includes extra capabilities such as resuming interrupted transfers, directory 
listings, and remote file removal.

● Rsync : Like scp but slightly more sophisticated. Allows synchronisation between 
remote directory trees.

● GridFTP : A comprehensive data transfer tool. Highly configurable and able to 
transfer over multiple parallel streams. 

● Globus Online : Managed service for GridFTP, includes capability to orchestrate 
transfers between third-party hosts and receive notifications of job status.  Efficient 
for bulk transfers.
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SSH backed API performance 

Research Questions:

● Is SSH a viable transport mechanism for API 
access to HPC resources?

● Can we improve the scalability of APIs to 
support multiple concurrent users by studying 
SSH as a protocol?
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Research design 
● Develop SSH APIs, which allows multi-user access to shared HPC resources. 
● Demonstrate feasibility of using SSH as a transport mechanism by evaluating 

the  performance  of  parallel  SSH  connections  to  remote  systems  using  
bursts of  simultaneous  connections  and  continuous  sustained  connections  
over  time.

● Demonstrate improvements in handling concurrent SSH requests at the 
server, by modifying the default values of MaxStartUps and MaxSessions in 
the sshd config file on the server.

● Conduct benchmark tests to determine best suitable SSH library 
implementation for API design.
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Which SSH library implementation to use?
The choice of SSH library during API design can have a significant impact on the overall API performance, 
specifically for handling burst of concurrent requests

Prior research studies indicate ssh2-python shows improved performance in session authentication and 
initialization over Paramiko. It is almost 17 times faster than Paramiko in performing heavy SFTP reads.
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     Python based:

● Paramiko 

● ssh2-python

     Java based:

● J2SSH Maverick 

● JSch



SSH API Implementation
● This API has been developed using Python’s Flask framework and ssh2-python library.
● It  provides  an  abstraction  for  accessing  the  remote  HPC  resources without having to use the 

command line interface. Most importantly, it is vital in testing the reliability of the SSH daemon 
server’s ability to handle multiple  requests  at  once.

● With this API, users can securely connect to remote HPC resources and execute commands on the 
server.

● A user first makes a one-time API call to save their server connection details, including credential 
name, host name, user name, and an encrypted private key on a MySQL database for later use.

● Once credentials get saved, the user can use the other API endpoints to execute different  
commands  on  the  server. For example, they can perform directory listing “ls” on a folder with 
specified or run “uptime” command.
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Experimental Setup
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SSH-client VM1
2CPU cores, 8GB 

memory,
CentOS 7.6 Linux

Jetstream VM3
2 CPU cores and 4GB 
memory, CentOS 7.5

Linux 

Taco VM2
2CPU cores, 2GB memory,

CentOS 7.6 Linux



Load Test Setup
● Used Locust, an open source load testing tool to “swarm” the API and simulate concurrent multi-user 

requests.
● Locust provided a graphical interface where we could launch and see different request/response 

information such as minimum/maximum/average/median response times to connect to the server 
and run the commands.

● Total time to connect and execute command, either, “ls” or “uptime” is computed for each API call 
under different user loads.

● Recorded values of average response times provided a baseline of how well the API handles 
simultaneous requests and performs under different loads. 

● We tested the performance for remote connection to Jetstream and Taco from SSH-Client for 10, 50, 
60 and 90 RPS
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Research Findings: Q1
Is SSH a viable transport mechanism for API access to HPC resources?

● For memory and CPU resources available on the test 
machines, our SSH-based API performs sufficiently well 
until a certain threshold of requests per second (RPS)

● In fact, we expect that available server memory, not  
SSH,  is  the  first  limiting  factor  up  to  a  certain  
threshold  of  requests  per second (RPS).

● At 90 RPS, 99% of the requests finish in less than two 
seconds.

● At 50 RPS, almost 90% of the requests finish in one 
second, which shows that the API is responsive enough 
under these loads. 

● For the most part, as the number of  requests  per  
second  increased  from  10  to  90,  we  saw  a  
gradual  increase  in response time. 
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Fig. Load Test Results for SSH API



Average response times on both VMs
● The average response time is computed 

for a set of 10 trials for each 10, 100 and 
500 RPS. 

● Similar average response times are 
observed on both Taco and Jetstream, 
when ``uptime' and ``ls" commands are 
executed at 100 RPS or less.

● At 500 RPS, a significant increase in the 
average response time is seen for both 
the VMs, running either of the commands.
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Research Findings: Q2
Can we improve the scalability of APIs to support multiple concurrent users by 
studying SSH as a protocol?

Tweaked the MaxStartups and MaxSessions parameters in the sshd_config file at the server 

● MaxStartups: relates to initial connection attempts (e.g., people trying to log in who haven’t provided 
a password yet) Default is 10:30:100, we bumped it to 1000:30:3000

○ 1000 is the number of unauthenticated connections at the startup
○ 30 is the percentage chance of dropping until we reach the limit 3000 

● MaxSessions: Specifies the maximum number of open shell, login, or subsystem (e.g. SFTP) 
sessions permitted per network connection. Default is 10; we used 3000

● We tried sustained connections for 10, 100 and 500 RPS for fixed time, and all the connections were 
always successful on both the Jetstream and Taco VMs from the SSh-Client for several test runs.

● With these settings, we were able to successfully connect to the server with even higher concurrent  
request  rates.  
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Summary
● We tested SSH API load performance using bursts of simultaneous 

connections, and continuous sustained connections over time.
● In both cases, we observed an acceptable responsiveness from different 

Linux systems. 
● This demonstrates that, SSH performance is sufficient for API access to HPC 

resources. 
● With this study, we also conclude that ssh2-python can potentially be used for 

our next generation Files Management API implementation.
● As a part of future work, we intend to do measurement variability studies, 

which will determine the API robustness across different systems. 
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Questions??

Thank You!!
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Backup slides
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